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COMPUTER SCIENCE
COMPILER DESIGN

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 7X2=14 M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X14=56 M

1. a)  Input buffering

b)  Role of lexical analyzer

c)  Type checker

d)  Define binding and different types of binding

e)  Dependency graph

f)  Induction variable

g)  Peephole optimization

UNIT-I
2. a)  Explain the following:

i)  Different data structures that are used in the process of compilation

ii)  Bootstrapping

b)  Explain Top down parsing with Brute Force Method using an example.

(OR)
3. a)  Construct an NFA equivalent to the Regular Expressions: 10 +(0+11)0* 1

b)  Explain how the pattern matching is done by lexical analyzer

c)  What are the drawbacks of Top down parser? Explain.

UNIT-II
4. Explain the Preprocessing steps required for predictive parsing and construct the predic-

tive parse table for the given grammar:

S -> iCtSZ | a

Z -> eS  | 
C -> b Construct a LL(1).

(OR)
5. a) Explain the stack implementation of shift reduce parsing method with an example.

b)  Consider the given grammar:

S -> AS | b

A -> SA | b and verify whether this is ambiguous or not. P.T.O
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UNIT-III
6. a)  What is the purpose of the next use information in code generator? Explain with an

      example.

b)  Generate code for the following C statements:

i. x=f(a) +f(a) + f(a) ii. x=f(a)/g(b,c)

iii. x=f(f(a)) iv. x=++f(a)

(OR)
7. a)  Generate the code sequence using Code generation algorithm for the following

       expression

W= (A-B)+(A-C)+(A-C)

b)  Write a brief on back patching and Flow graphs.

UNIT-IV
8. a)  Explain different principal sources of optimization technique with suitable examples.

b)  Write a brief on symbol table entries.

(OR)
9. a)  What is DAG? Construct the DAG for the following basic block

D:= B*C

E:=A+B

B:=B+C

A:=E-D

b)  Write a brief on runtime environments.
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1. a.  Distinguish between Pass and Phase

b.  Define token, pattern and lexeme

c.  Predictive parser

d.  Syntax tree purpose

e.  What is syntax directed definition?

f.  Explain with an example how dead code is eliminated

g.  Address Descriptor

UNIT-I
2. a.  Explain the different phases of a compiler, showing the output of each phase, using the

    example of the following statement:

A=(B+C)-D/(E+50)

b.  Distinguish between compiler and interpreter.

(OR)
3. What is recursive descent pasrser? What are its limitations? Construct recursive descent

parser for the following grammar.

E -> E + T | T T -> TF | F F -> F* | a | b

UNIT-II
4. a.  Explain the purpose of SLR parsing and construct the SLR parsing table for the Gram-

     mar

E -> E + T | T

T -> TF | F

F -> F* | a | b.

b.  Explain different error handling methods in Predictive parsers.

(OR)
5. a.  Write the Pseudo code for the recovery schema employed by YACC.

P.T.O
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b.  Write short notes on the following

i.  S-attributed definitions.

ii.  Dependency Graph

UNIT-III
6. a.  What are the issues in the design of a Code generator? Explain.

b.  Write a brief on Peephole optimization.

(OR)
7. Explain the role of intermediate code generator in compilation process and explain with

an example how case statements are handled in intermediate code generation.

UNIT-IV
8. Explain different storage allocation strategies exploring their purpose.

(OR)
9. What is the purpose of symbol table, its entries and different data structures used in

symbol tables.
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1. a)  What is an Regular Expression

b)  Panic mode recovery strategy done by a parser.

c)  Synthesized attributes

d)  Define binding and mention different types of binding

e)  Define token, pattern and lexeme

f)  Explain with an example how dead code is eliminated

g)  Address Descriptor.

UNIT-I
2. a)  What is the predictive parser? Explain its role in the process of compilation.

b)  Explain the process of bootsrapping with suitable diagrams.

(OR)
3. Explain with suitable example, how LEX program performs lexical analysis for the

patterns identifier, comments, constants, and arithmetic operators in C.

UNIT-II
4. a)  What is a type expression? Explain the equivalence of type expressions with an ap-

     propriate examples.

b)  Define LR(k) parser. Draw and explain LR parser model.

(OR)
5. a)  Explain different error handling methods in Predictive parsers.

b)  Construct the SLR parsing table for the Grammar.

E -> E + T | T T -> TF | F F -> F* | a | b.

UNIT-III
6. Write brief on storage organization and explain different storage allocation strategies and

give a comparison of them.

P.T.O
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(OR)
7. a)  What is static scope rule and explain static scope for nested procedures with suitable

     example.

b)  Explain different data structures used in managing the symbol table.

UNIT-IV
8. Consider the following matrix multiplication program.

begin

for i : = 1 to n do

for j: = 1 to n do

c[i, j] := 0;

for i := 1 to n do

for j:= 1to n do

for  k:= 1 to n do

c [i,j] := c[i,j] + a[i,k]*b[k,j]

end

a)  Assuming a,b,and c are allocated static storage and there are four bytes per word in a

     byte-addressed memory, produce three-address statements for the above program.

b)  Find the induction variables of each loop and eliminate them wherever possible.

(OR)
9. a)  Generate the code sequence using code generation algorithm for the following

     expression

W = (A-B)+(A-C)+(A-C)

b)  What are the issues to be considered while generating a good code generator?
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1. a.  What is an Regular Expression

b.  Define token, pattern and lexeme

c.  Synthesized attributes

d.  Mention the phases of compilation

e.  Dependency graph

f.   Panic mode recovery strategy done by a parser.

g.  Advantages and disadvantages of Attribute translation.

UNIT-I
2. a.  Explain the input buffer scheme for scanning the source program. How the use of

    sentinels can improve its performance? Describe in detail.

b.  Explain the role of lexical analyzer.

(OR)
3. Construct predictive parsing table for the following grammar.

'E TE  ' ' |E TE    'T FT  ' * ' |T FT   ( ) |F E id 

UNIT-II
4. a.  Define LR(k) parser. Draw and explain model of LR parser and give LR parsing

     algorithm.

b.  Write a brief on syntax trees.

(OR)
5. a.  Give the rules for computation of FIRST(X) and FOLLOW(X). Construct FIRST and

    FOLLOW sets for the following grammar.

'E TE  ' ' |E TE    'T FT 

' * ' |T FT   ( ) |F E id 

b.  Write a brief on YAAC tools.

UNIT-III
6. a.  What are the various operations performed on the symbol table? Explain each of them.

P.T.O
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b.  What is static scope rule and explain static scope for nested procedures with suitable

     example.

(OR)
7. a.  What are the data structures that are used for organizing symbol table in block struc-

     tured languages.

b.  What are the different parameter passing methods? Explain.

UNIT-IV
8. a.  Generate the code sequence using Code generation algorithm for the following expres-

     sion W=(A+B)+(A-C)+(A-C)

b.  What are the issues to be considered while generating a good code generator? Explain.

(OR)
9. a.  Generate code for the following C statements:

i.     x=f(a) + f(a)

ii.    x=f(a)/g(b,c)

b.  Write a brief on Error detection and recovery.
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